Abstract: This paper presents a modification to UML to improve the modelling and analysis of discrete-event dynamic system (DEDS j representations of manufacturing systems. It shows how Petri Nets can be used to improve the representation and analysis of the dynamic model of a system specified using UML. Finally the technique is illustrated by its application to a simplified production line.
Introduction
This paper describes the design of a supervisory control system for a distributed manufacturing process, which forms part of a wider manufacturing system. The focus of the paper is on the design of a verifiable discrete event controller using a UML based method. The approach adopted involves (i) using Petri net models instead of conventional Statecharts to provide analytic Dynamic Models; and (ii) using compositional Petri net techniques to synthesise the Interconnection Model. The model of the complete controller can be then analysed and verified using Petri net theory. The approach is demonstrated by application to a prototype packaging machine.
Recent advances in computer technology have resulted in a widespread use of Discrete-Event Dynamic Systems or DEDSs in manufacturing, robotics, traffic management, logistics, and computer and communication networks [3] . DEDSs require complex control systems [ 113 to ensure correct and optimal operation. In order to facilitate the design of complex systems, produce more understandable designs and specifications, facilitate the transition between design and implementation and to enable software re-use, several researchers including Booch [I] , Rumbaugh er al. [ 121, Douglas [6] , have advocated a paradigm shift towards object oriented (00) techniques. The various approaches have converged with the development of the UML.
UML based design
The Unified Modelling Language (UML), originally a methodology for software designers, is the most recent product generated by the aggregation of previous generation Object Oriented methodologies [ 2 ] . UML takes the designer through the design life cycle, starting from the description provided by users or experts down to the final software product. UML preserves convergence and clarity in design by prescribing a set of steps that involve the creation of a series of graphs, the generation of an evolving model of the system, and the rigorous examination of this model. Thus, the application of UML by different people with different skills results in comparable and highly portable final designs.
UML consists in a set of graphs or charts with explanatory comments that can be expressed in a formal way or in natural language. There are nine main diagrams and two categories (static aspects diagrams and dynamic aspects diagrams) recognised by the standard. The designer can choose quite freely to use a subset of the diagrams and the order in which they are used is not fixed. Typically a design will require a Use Case diagram, one diagram in the static diagrams set, one Statechart for each object in the system, one diagram in the dynamic diagrams set, and a set of implementations diagrams.
2.1
A UML design procedure [2] starts with the study of the use cases, which are detailed written descriptions of 'what the objectives are' and 'how the job is carried out'. Studying the use cases enables the designer to recognise different 'key agents' of the system, known as Objecrs in UML terminology. Considering common features and operations of key agents, objects are extrapolated into collections called Classes. Classes can be organised in a graph (or a collection of graphs), to build a 'class diagram' that describes the sfuric relariotiship between the classes. The classes may be linked by an associatiori (a structural relationship that specifies the connection between one or more members of the classes) or a generalisarion (a relationship between a general class and a derived class, i.e. one can define a new class from another class, by means of inheritance). The operations defined in the class diagram include all the services that can be requested from an object to effect the behaviour.
Use Cases and Class Diagram
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Dynamical Aspects 2.2.1 Statecharts
The UML dynamical model is conventionally elaborated by constructing a Statechart model [7] to depict the behaviour of each class or object (an instance of a class). The models are generated using the information provided by the use cases and class diagram and show both the states (values of the objects attributes) and the operations or events that modify the states.
Interaction Diagrams
Once the Statechart dynamic models of the objects are defined, diagrams affiliated to the dynamic interaction between the objects can be drawn. Objects participate in the interaction diagrams as follows: collaborntiori diagram: shows the structural organisation of the objects and their interconnection or communications (inter-object service requests or niessnges), sequetice diagram: shows the time sequence of operations. Since the sequence diagram and collaboration diagram are isomorphic, the designer may be decided to use only one of the two. For our purposes the sequence diagram is better suited.
A Petri net Dynamical model
In order to promote our capability to analyse and verify the underlying system, it is desirable to substitute the Statechart with an analytic representation such as Process Algebras, Automata or Petri nets. In this paper we harness the capabilities of Petri nets for modelling asynchronous concurrent system, and replace the Statechart dynamical model with an analytic Petri net model. As a mathematical formalism, Petri-net theory can be used to analyse DEDS characteristics such as synchronisation, concurrency, conflicts, resource sharing, precedence relations, event sequences, non-determinism and system deadlocks [4, 51. For general information regarding Petri nets, we refer to [9] and [ 101. For completeness, a short definition of a Petri net is presented below.
A Petri net is a triple N = (S , T , F ) where S is a finite set of places and T is a finite set of trarisitions, in which S n T = 0, the empty set. 
Co-ordination and synchronisation
The final and crucial stage in the synthesis process is the design of co-ordination and synchronisation logic that satisfies the requirements specified in the Collaboration and Sequence diagrams.
What is missing in the UML procedure is a methodological way of synthesising and verifying this logic. Adopting Petri net for this task allows the use of compositional Petri net techniques and Petri net dynamic models of the objects. However, the process of compositional synthesis is not an ad-hoc procedure. For example, simply decomposing the collaboration and sequence diagrams into a bag of rules that are imposed on the objects ignores the important sequence information and will over constrain the model.
To maintain the precedence relationships we first provide a scenario of the desirable states of the composite Petri net and the order that we expect the desirable states to appear. We then synthesise appropriate co-ordination and synchronisation logic by connecting the component Petri nets together via the systematic addition of interconnection arcs, places or transitions and analyse the composite net to ensure conformance with the use case. The method is described below and is demonstrated in Section 4.
3.1
Consider a system made of n objects. Assume that (NI, mi,), ..., (Nn, m",,) , where m', denotes the initial marking, are safe and live Petri Nets, representing object instances of the n components of the system. Assume that denotes the part of the use case dealing with the synchronisation of the n components above into an overall system (typically the various objects are synchronised two by two). The reachability graph formed by the simple juxtaposition of the reachability graphs of the Petri Net dynamic models must contain the desired reachability graph for the composite Petri Net (in which the components are synchronised as defined the use case r). Therefore, in process of composition, we constrain the composite system to desirable behaviour by blocking undesirable transitions using the procedure described below.
The Graph of Desirable States
The first step is to construct a directed graph, which we shall refer to as the Graph of Desirable States (GDS) that includes the set of all desirable states and their relations. The word "desirable" reflects the facts that this graph embraces all we expect from the system to do. Let L(Ni, m'o) denote the set of all reachable markings of the Petri Net (Ni, "0). ( m i , . . . , m" ) and U(a) = U.
3.2
Consider the set Eo of all transitions enabled under initial marking mIo, ..., m"0. From the use case r, we identify those transitions in Eo that must be prevented from firing. Assume that U. denotes the set of all such transitions, where U0 may be the empty set. Create the first (or initial) node, and label it a0 = ("0, ... , m"o, UO) . From this node, fire each desirable transitioti t of Eo\ U. to obtain a new node with its own marking and set of undesirable cases. Connect the new node to a. and label it with t. The newly created nodes can be merged only if they have the same markings and sets of desirable and undesirable transitions. Repeat the whole procedure for each of the new nodes created. The resulting GDS captures the desirable behaviour expected from the composite net, and the nodes of the GDS are explicitly labelled with undesirable transitions that must be prohibited from firing in those states.
The next task is to synchronise the Petri nets ( N I , m'o) , ..., [8] can be applied to compose the two Petri Nets. For example, when we want to prevent a transition tk in Petri Net Nj from firing under a marking mik in Petri Net Ni , an almost general rule is to add a new (marked) place that is connected as both an input and output to the transition tk. The new place is also connected to transitions in Petri net N i such that during mik the new place is unmarked and therefore disables tk (i.e. the place is linked to transitions that that give rise to, or move out of, the marking mik, as shown in Fig. 1 ). Figure 1 
Heuristic for construction of GDS

Example of a production line
The approach is demonstrated by considering the design of a controller for a simplified production line comprising loosely-coupled independently-driven mechanisms such as conveyor belts, wrapping film feeders, film sealers and cutters as shown in Fig. 2 .
The product (JOB) flow is supplied via a belt. Each approaching JOB is detected by a proximity sensor (located at the 'decision point') and the angular position of the beltdrive motor is used to denote the position of the product. The packaging film is supplied by unwinding a roll of printed foil. The printed image needs to be positioned centrally on the product; this is done using printed marks (TAG) which are detected by a sensor with the same logic as for the belt. The packaging film is then formed into a tube via a funnel, and a longitudinal sealing roller welds the two edges of the film together. If the relative position of JOB and TAG are within production bounds, the product is pushed inside the funnel from where it is carried along by the film. To produce individually packaged products, the tube is sealed between packs by a lateral sealer, and then cut by a cutting machine.
Figure 2 : Production Line
The plant can be considered to consist of four modules: Belt, Film, Welder and Cutter. Each module is driven and controlled independently. For example, the belt and film are each driven by a motor, which is controlled to track a reference model r B M model r F M respectively. The discrete event layer of the controller collects information from relevant modules and synchronises them together. To achieve the control objectives related to the synchronisation of Belt and Film the following heuristic is implemented.
Mutiin1 sytichrotiisatioti of Belt arid Film: In order to have each JOB wrapped in Film we need to have both {JOB at decision point] and (TAG at decision point). As a result, if {JOB at decision point and TAG at decision point) or {JOB not at decision point and TAG not at decision point) the controllers of Belt and Film follow their usual reference models r e M and r F M . However, if (JOB at decision point) but {TAG not at decision point] then the belt must decelerate (to stop if necessary) by switching to another reference model r B S until the film sensor detects the TAG. This allows the belt is be accelerated such that the JOB and TAG are synchronised as the JOB enters the funnel. The case for (TAG at decision point] but (JOB not at decision point) can be treated similarly. The lateral sealing Welder and Film are synchronised by applying a heuristic similar to the one between Belt and Film. Similarly, the Cutter is synchronised with the Film.
The class diagram
The description in Section 3 plays the role of the use case for the production line of Fig. 2 . It can be seen that the main objects are the four physical machines: Film, Belt, the Welder, and Cutter. The product to be wrapped, JOB, is identified with the belt. The Cutter and Welder classes are defined similarly. dp: in the proximity of the sensor wait: stopped to wait for the other part to arrive out: a JOB has been wrapped and a new one is awaited wrap: JOB and TAG are moving synchronously and are aligned with each other for the wrapping process new: a sensor detects a new JOB or TAG ab: stop moving and wait start: restart moving after a waiting phase go: no waiting phase, the wrapping takes place exit: the product has been wrapped and is out of scope
4.2
The sequence diagram The response of a class to an external solicitation is determined by the internal dynamics of the class and the external interactions or communications as defined in a sequence diagram. The complete sequence diagram for the production line involves one object of each of the classes Belt, Film, Welder, Cutter. For clarity, the sequence diagram can be translated into a set of smaller sequence diagrams by considering subsets of the objects. For example, the sequence diagram for the Belt-Film subsystem is shown in Fig. 4 . The arrows indicate requests (from the sender to the receiver) for the operations specified in the associated label. Figure 4 refers to the scenario where the TAG comes first and the Film has to wait for the JOB to arrive. The sequence diagram for the case when the JOB arrives first can be derived similarly. Belt-class) arrives first. Then, the marking is (B-dp, F-out) and the enabled transitions are (B-ab, B-go, F-new). Because we want to stop the belt if the JOB is at decision point but the TAG is still out of scope, U = { B-go}. Proceeding in this way the GDS or graph in Fig. 6 is built. The same procedure is used to generate the GDS for the subsystems Film and Welder (or Film and Cutter). (B-out, F-wrap), i.e. it should be prevented from firing when the place F-wrap is tokenised. This is achieved adding the place SPl, that is always marked except when F-wrap is marked (in fact its token is removed by the firing of F-go or F-start and it is replaced by F-exit). The same applies to F-new. These two conditions are required to ensure correct termination of the wrapping process by serialising the asynchronous exit conditions. As far as B-ab is concerned, it is always an undesirable transition except. when F-wrap is marked, therefore a double sided arc between F-wrap and B-ab is added (similar conditions apply to F-ab).
B-exit is not desired before F-wrap gets marked (for the wrapping to take place the places F-wrapping and B-wrapping should be both marked), therefore place SP6 is added with an arc to B-exit; it is marked by the firing of F-go or F-start. Similarly SP4 is added for F-exit. B-go and B-start should fire as soon as F-dp is marked, therefore SP5 is added. SP2 is added to enable E g o and F-start as soon as B-dp is marked. All this results in the Petri of Fig.   7 ; this net is live and bounded and has the reachability graph in Fig. 8 . The reader can notice the strong similarity with the GDS.
Implementation
The subsystem Film-Belt has been implemented in Matlab (vers. 5.3) and the supervisory part, corresponding to the Petri net, is implemented as a StateFlow block. The Simulink model is shown in Fig. 9 . Each state in the Petri net of the components is translated into a state of the statechart, and the full state-chart is shown in 
Conclusions
This paper has presented an integrated approach to UML for modelling and analysing real-time systems. It has shown that Petri-net theory can be used to improve the representation and analysis of the dynamic model of a system that is specified using UML, making the design engineer more confident that the model accurately represents the system. Moreover, the Petri-net dynamic model can be used to implement a controller based on current supervisory control theory. The technique has been illustrated by its application to a wrapping machine that forms part of a larger production line.
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